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Abstract. For a given set of n colored points with k colors in the plane,
we study the problem of computing the smallest color-spanning axisparallel square. First, for a dynamic set of colored points on the real
line, we propose a dynamic structure with O(log2 n) update time per insertion and deletion for maintaining the smallest color-spanning interval.
Next, we use this result to compute the smallest color-spanning square.
Although we show there could be Ω(kn) minimal color-spanning squares,
our algorithm runs in O(n log2 n) time and O(n) space.
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Introduction

Background. Suppose there are k diﬀerent types of facilities like banks, police
oﬃces, etc. and we are given n facilities of these types. A basic problem arising
here is to ﬁnd a region in which there is at least one representative from each type
of facilities. This suggests the problems of computing the smallest area/perimeter
color-spanning objects. A region is said to be color-spanning if it contains at least
one point from each color. Another motivation comes from discrete imprecise
data. In this context, each imprecise point is deﬁned with a set of discrete possible
locations. So, for a given k imprecise points we have a set of n points with k
colors, where n is the number of possible locations for all imprecise points. The
basic problem on a set of imprecise points is to locate each imprecise point within
its deﬁning set in which a measure becomes optimized [9]. This is equivalent to
choose exactly k points with diﬀerent colors in which a property e.g. diameter,
closest pair, bounding box, etc. gets minimized or maximized. Beside these two
applications, this problem has other applications in statistical clustering, pattern
recognition and generalized range searching [7,10,12].
Related Works. There are several works on colored points. Motivated from
imprecise data, Fan et al. [5] showed some results on hardness of the largest
closest pair and the minimum planar spanning tree. Fan et al. [6] also proposed
an O(n2 log n) time algorithm to compute the expected area of convex hulls of
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the color-spanning sets. In addition, Consuegra et al. [3] considered the same
setting and solved several other problems.
In the view of location problems, for a given set of n colored points with k
colors in the plane, one of the most studied problems is to ﬁnd the smallest colorspanning
For the axis-parallel case, Abellanas et al. [1] showed there
 rectangle.

are Θ (n − k)2 minimal rectangles in the worst case and proposed an algorithm


of O (n − k)2 log2 k running time and O(n) space to solve the problem. The
algorithm has been recently improved to O(n2 log n) time by Das et al. [4]. For
arbitrary oriented case, Das et al. [4] proposed an algorithm in O(n3 log k) time
and O(n) space. Furthermore, they solved the problem of computing the smallest
color-spanning strip in O(n2 log n) time and O(n) space using the dual of the
given points. The results are near eﬃcient with respect to testing all minimal
objects. A minimal color-spanning object contains at least one point from each
color and any sub-region of it does not contain all colors.
For the problem of computing the smallest
color-spanning
circle,


Abellanas et al. [2] proposed an algorithm with O n2 α(k) log k time using farthest colored Voronoi diagram (FCVD). For a given set of colored points with
k colors in the plane, the FCVD is a subdivision of the plane in which for any
region R there is a unique site p such that any color-spanning circle centered at
a point in R contains p. Indeed, a vertex of the FCVD which is adjacent to three
regions with diﬀerent colors of their sites, is a candidate of being the center of
the smallest color-spanning circle. Therefore, a simple algorithm is to compute
the FCVD and test circles centered at the vertices of FCVD. The other approach
mentioned by Abellanas et al. [1] is to obtain the smallest color-spanning circle and the smallest color-spanning axis-parallel square in O(kn log n) time and
O(n) space using the upper envelope of Voronoi surfaces [8].
Our Results. In this paper, ﬁrst we consider the problem of maintaining the
smallest color-spanning interval for a dynamic set of colored points with k colors
on the real line. We propose a data structure which spends O(log2 n) update
time per insertion and deletion using the structure designed by Overmars and
van Leeuwen [11]. Next, we concentrate on the problem of computing the smallest color-spanning axis-parallel square. The algorithm sweeps the points and
keeps the smallest color-spanning interval for the projection of the points on the
sweep line when insertion or deletion occurs. We use the mentioned dynamic
structure for maintaining the smallest color-spanning interval to solve the problem. Our algorithm runs in O(n log2 n) time and O(n) space. The algorithm does
not test every minimal candidates (in fact, we show that there may be Θ(kn)
minimal color-spanning axis-parallel squares in the worst case). So, this result is
an improvement to the result proposed by Abellanas et al. [1] using the upper
envelope of Voronoi surfaces [8].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show how to maintain the
smallest color-spanning interval for a dynamic set of colored points on the real
line. Next, in Section 3 we propose an algorithm to compute the smallest colorspanning square using the results of Section 2. Finally we conclude in Section 4.
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Dynamic Maintenance of Minimal Color-Spanning
Intervals

In this section, we concentrate on color-spanning intervals for a set of colored
points with k colors on the real line. For ease of the presentation, we assume that
points are in general position which means point coordinates are diﬀerent. We
ﬁrst show some properties of color-spanning intervals for a static set of colored
points on the real line. Next, we consider the problem of maintaining the smallest
color-spanning interval for dynamic points in which the points are permitted to
be inserted or deleted.
2.1

Minimal Color-Spanning Intervals for Static Points

A minimal color-spanning interval for a set of colored points on the real line
is an interval containing all colors and any sub-interval of it does not contain
all colors. As a simple observation, the endpoints of a minimal color-spanning
interval have diﬀerent colors and their colors are unique in the interval.
Suppose we are given a set P of n colored points with k colors on the real line.
It is easy to show that the number of minimal color-spanning intervals is linear
and they can be found with a simple algorithm in linear time and space apart
from sorting. The algorithm sweeps the points from left to right with two sweep
lines which stop at the endpoints of an interval. It uses an array for keeping
the number of points from each color and a variable for the number of diﬀerent
colors between the two sweep lines. Since the sweep lines never go back, the
algorithm takes O(n) time and space. We omit the details due to the simplicity
and conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For a given set of n points with k colors on the real line, the
smallest color-spanning interval can be computed in O(n) time and space apart
from sorting.
In the following, we show a new view of minimal color-spanning intervals.
Gupta et al. [7] use a transformation to perform generalized range
reporting/counting for a given set of colored points on the real line. Indeed,
they map the original given points on the real line to points in the transformed
plane and perform the standard known 3-sided range reporting/counting in the
transformed plane. We exploit the same transformation to give a new view of
minimal color-spanning intervals. Let P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pn } be a given set of colored points with k colors on the real line. For each color c, ﬁrst we sort the points
with color c (c-colored points, for short) in an increasing order. Then, for an arbitrary point pi with color c, let pred(pi ) be the previous point of pi in the list of
the ordered c-colored points. In addition, we set pred(pj ) = −∞ if pj is the leftmost point with color c. Moreover, we insert k additional pointsfrom each color

at +∞—see Figure 1. A point pi is mapped to the point p∗i = pi , pred(pi ) in
the transformed plane. Let P ∗ = {p∗1 , p∗2 , · · · , p∗n+k } be the transformed points—
Figure 3 shows the transformed points of Figure 1. Furthermore, an interval
I = [l, r] on the real line is mapped to the point I ∗ = (r, l). This transformation
has several interesting properties.
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Fig. 1. The ordered lists of c-colored points for each color c

Consider an arbitrary point p in the plane. The vertical and the horizontal
lines passing through p divide the plane into four quadrants. Let σ(p) be the
right-bottom quadrant; precisely σ(p) = {q ∈ R2 |px ≤ qx , py ≥ qy }. In the
following we give some related deﬁnitions.
Definition 1. For a set of points Q = {q1 , · · · , qn } and a point q in the plane,
σ(q) is empty with respect to Q if there is no point qi ∈ Q in the interior of
σ(q).
Definition 2. For a set Q of points in the plane, a point q ∈ R2 is maximal
with respect to Q if σ(q) is empty and there is no other empty σ(p) for some
point p ∈ R2 such that σ(q) ⊂ σ(p).
Definition 3. For a set of points Q in the plane, a point qi ∈ Q is a skyline
point if σ(qi ) is empty.
In order to see how the maximal points in the plane are related to the minimal
color-spanning intervals, we present the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For a given set P of colored points on the real line, I = [l, r] is a
minimal color-spanning interval if and only if the point I ∗ = (r, l) is maximal
with respect to the points P ∗ in the transformed plane.
Proof. First, suppose I = [l, r] is a minimal color-spanning interval. For the sake
of contradiction, assume I ∗ = (r, l) is not maximal. We distinguish two cases:
∗
(1) σ(I ∗ ) is not
but it is not maximal. In case (1)
 empty, (2) σ(I ) is empty
assume point pi , pred(pi ) is inside σ(I ∗ ) where both pi and pred(pi ) have
color c—see Figure 2. This gives us l > pred(pi ) and r < pi which means [l, r]
is a proper subinterval of pred(pi ), pi . Therefore, [l, r] does not contain any
point of color c which is a contradiction. Now, consider case (2). In this case,
there is a point q ∗ = (r , l ) such that σ(I ∗ ) ⊂ σ(q ∗ ). This means there is a
smaller color-spanning interval q = [l , r ] contained in I = [l, r] which is a
contradiction. Moreover, additional points at inﬁnity makes any minimal colorspanning interval covered by maximal points in the transformed plane. The
converse implication can be proved in a similar way.
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Fig. 2. A not color-spanning interval I = [l, r] where σ(I ∗ ) is not empty

   

To summarize, a minimal color-spanning interval I is a maximal point in the
transformed plane. In fact, vertical and horizontal rays extending to +y and −x
directions starting at skyline points deﬁne the maximal points—see Figure 3 for
point between two consecutive skymore illustration. Consider I ∗ as a maximal

line points p∗ci = pci , pci−1 ) and p∗c = pcj , pcj−1 ) in the transformed plane. The
j
minimal color-spanning interval deﬁned by I ∗ is I = [pcj−1 , pci ]. Furthermore,
the length of an interval is the vertical distance of its transformed point to the
line y = x. The smallest color-spanning interval is the minimum maximal point
in the transformed plane—see Figure 3.

  
  

   
  

 

Fig. 3. The smallest color-spanning interval on the staircase of maximal points

2.2

Minimal Color-Spanning Intervals for Dynamic Points

In this section, we assume the colored points on the real line are dynamic, i.e.,
they can be inserted or deleted. Our goal here is to maintain the minimal colorspanning intervals and, speciﬁcally, the smallest color-spanning interval. This is
the main ingredient of our algorithm to compute the smallest color-spanning
square for a set of colored points in the plane.
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In the previous section, we showed the minimal color-spanning intervals for
a set of colored points on the real line can be considered as the maximal points
in the transformed plane. Therefore, maintaining the minimal color-spanning
intervals reduces to maintaining the skyline points in the transformed plane.
Overmars and van Leeuwen [11] proposed a data structure for maintaining the
skyline. In the following we brieﬂy go over their data structure.
Let Q be a set of n points in the plane. Overmars and van Leeuwen [11]
used a binary search tree T which stores all points in its leaves in the sorted
order by their y-coordinates. Moreover, an internal node v is augmented with
a concatenable tree, e.g. a 2-3 tree, which stores the skyline of points in the
subtree rooted at v that are not contained in the skyline of points in the subtree
rooted at v’s parent. The skyline of all points in Q is augmented in the root of
T . In addition, the cut point where the skyline split is stored in v.
If a point p is inserted, a procedure Down(T, p) goes down the tree to locate p
and construct the skyline of points for subtrees of children of each internal node
u on the path. Suppose Down(T, p) is running and the skyline of u’s subtree has
been computed in u’s parent in the previous step. Then, from the cut point of
u’s children, it is possible to split the u’s skyline at that point and to merge split
parts with the lists stored in augmented trees of u’s children. After inserting
point p to a leaf of tree T , the other procedure Up(T, p) goes up the tree to the
root of T and reconstruct the augmented trees and cut points for children of
each internal node placed on the path. If a point is deleted, the procedures work
similarly. These procedures split or merge two concatenable queues in O(log n)
time in each internal node on the path from root to inserted or deleted leaf and
totally needs O(log2 n) time. In addition, they showed their data structure and
algorithms use linear space [11].
We use the described structure to maintain the smallest color-spanning interval which is the maximal point with the minimum distance to the line y = x
(the minimum maximal point) in the transformed plane. Furthermore, we deﬁne
some pointers to maintain the minimum maximal point per insertion and deletion. For each internal node v in augmented trees, we set two pointers p∗m1 and
p∗m2 to the leaves corresponding to the consecutive skyline points which together
deﬁne the minimum maximal point in the subtree rooted at v. In fact, p∗m1 and
p∗m2 indicate the endpoints of the smallest color-spanning interval for the points
in the subtree rooted at v. Moreover, let p∗l and p∗r be pointers respectively to
the leftmost and the rightmost leaves in the subtree rooted at v. We use the
above pointers to update the data structure in O(log2 n) time and maintaining
the minimum maximal point. We omit the details due to the space constraint.
Theorem 2. For a given set of n points with k colors on the real line, the
smallest color-spanning interval can be maintained in O(log2 n) update time per
insertion and deletion and O(n) space.
Proof. When a new point p with color c is inserted between the points pci−1
and pci in the c-colored list, the point p∗ci = (pci , pci−1 ) should be deleted from
the transformed plane and two new points p∗ci = (pci , p) and p∗ = (p, pci−1 ) are
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inserted. Deletion of a point similarly needs a constant number of insertions and
deletions in the transformed plane.


We showed how we can maintain the smallest color-spanning interval for dynamic points on the real line. This is an important tool which helps us in the
next section to compute the smallest color-spanning square for a given set of
colored points in the plane.

3

The Smallest Color-Spanning Square

In this section, we focus on computing the smallest area/perimeter color-spanning
axis-parallel square. Suppose we are given a set of n points with k colors in the
plane. The smallest color-spanning square is an axis-parallel square which contains all colors and its area/perimeter is minimum.
Recall that this problem can be solved using the upper envelope of Voronoi
surfaces [8] in O(kn log n) time. In fact, all the previously used methods for
computing the smallest color-spanning objects such as rectangle, circle, etc. generally test all the minimal objects. We show that there are Ω(kn) minimal colorspanning squares in the worst case. This indicates that any algorithm testing
all minimal color-spanning squares runs in Ω(kn) time. Next, we present an algorithm running in O(n log2 n) time that computes the smallest color-spanning
square without testing all minimal color-spanning squares.
We ﬁrst explain how a minimal color-spanning square can be represented.
As illustrated in Figure 4, a minimal color-spanning square is deﬁned with two,
three or four points with diﬀerent colors on its edges under the assumption that
point coordinates are diﬀerent (recall that this assumption is just for the ease
of the presentation). In all cases the minimal color-spanning square is bounded
by two points on opposite sides. So, it suﬃces to consider the minimal colorspanning squares of case 1 instead of all. Moreover, we are interested in counting
the minimal color-spanning squares with diﬀerent contained points. We ﬁrst give
a lower bound for the number of minimal color-spanning squares.
Lemma 2. There is a configuration of n points with k colors in the plane in
which there are Ω(kn) minimal color-spanning squares.
Proof. Let’s place a set of 2k points with k colors in the conﬁguration shown in
Figure 5. In this pattern, we have to ﬁx the left and the right edges in a way that
they span the half of the colors (1 to k2 ). So, there are k2 + 1 choices for ﬁxing
the right and the left edges. Similarly, for a pair of ﬁxed left and right edges, it
is possible to obtain k2 + 1 pairs to be the top and the bottom sides. Therefore,
there are Ω(k 2 ) minimal color-spanning squares in the pattern of Figure 5 using
n
2k points. By repeating this pattern 2k
times, we achieve Ω(kn) minimal colorspanning squares for a set of n points with k colors.


Now, we start describing the steps of our main algorithm. Suppose the points
are sorted in a descending order according to their y coordinates. The algorithm
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Fig. 4. The cases of a minimal color-spanning square

Fig. 5. Ω(k2 ) minimal color-spanning squares with 2k points

sweeps the points with two lines Lb and Lt from top to bottom and variable d denotes the vertical distance of the sweep lines—see Figure 6 for more illustration.
In fact, the lines Lb and Lt , respectively, deﬁne the bottom and the top edges
of the desired square. At the beginning, Lb and Lt pass through the topmost
point. We move down the sweep lines as follows:
– Move down the line Lt to the next point if there exist at least one colorspanning square in the strip bounded by Lb and Lt —see Figure 6(a).
– Move down the line Lb to the next point if there is no color-spanning square
in the strip bounded by Lb and Lt —see Figure 6(b).
Now, it remains to show how we can ﬁnd out if there is a minimal-colorspanning square in the strip of lines Lb and Lt . Suppose the points in the strip
are projected onto the real line; let P be the union of this set of projected points
and the additional points from each color at inﬁnity as deﬁned in the previous
section. The following simple but important observation describes the necessary
and suﬃcient conditions that a minimal color-spanning square exists inside the
strip bounded by Lb and Lt .
Observation 1. There is a minimal color-spanning square in the strip of lines
Lb and Lt if and only if for the points in P the length of the smallest colorspanning interval is at most d.
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Fig. 6. Sweeping the points with two lines Lb and Lt

According to this observation, the algorithm only considers the projected
points P. Indeed, when Lb reaches a new point or a point goes out of the strip
when Lt moves down, we insert or respectively delete a point from the dynamic
structure of maintaining the smallest color-spanning interval that we described
in the previous section. In addition, while Lt is moving down, at the time the
smallest color-spanning interval becomes greater than d, the solution should be
updated. We give the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For a given set of n points with k colors in the plane, the smallest
color-spanning axis-parallel square can be computed in O(n log2 n) time and O(n)
space.
Proof. Let s be the smallest color-spanning square which its top and bottom
sides are deﬁned with points pt and pb respectively. Suppose t1 is the time Lb
reaches pb and t2 is the time Lt stops at point pt . There are two possibilities
here. The case t1 < t2 means Lb is at point pb while Lt is above the point pt .
Since there is at least one color-spanning square between the sweep lines, Lt
moves down until it reaches point pt . When Lt leaves out pt , the length of the
smallest color-spanning interval becomes greater than d and s has been visited.
Otherwise s is not the solution which is a contradiction. Similarly, if t1 > t2 , Lt
stops at point pt while Lb moves down until it reaches to the point pb . Since s
is the solution, Lb must stop at point pb . Therefore, we visit the smallest colorspanning square in both cases. To analyse the running time of our algorithm,
we noted that each point p enters the strip and is eliminated from it once when
Lb and respectively Lt reach it. Therefore, in total we have O(n) insertions and
deletions and by Theorem 2 each operation spends O(log2 n) time to maintain
the smallest color-spanning interval for the points in P. So, the algorithm runs


in O(n log2 n) time and O(n) space.

4

Conclusion

For a set of colored points in the plane, the problem of computing the smallest color-spanning axis-parallel square was studied in this paper. The previous
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methods for the smallest color-spanning objects test all minimal candidates. We
showed although there could be Ω(kn) minimal color-spanning squares, there
exists an algorithm that compute the smallest color-spanning square without
testing all minimal ones. As the main ingredient of our algorithm, we ﬁrst presented a dynamic data structure to maintain the smallest color-spanning interval
for dynamic points on the real line. Then we used this dynamic structure to run
our algorithm in O(n log2 n) time and O(n) space for computing the smallest
color-spanning axis-parallel square. Our algorithm is independent from number
of colors and faster than the algorithm mentioned by Abellanas et al.[1] running
in O(kn log n) time which is based on computing the upper envelope of Voronoi
surfaces [8].
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